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To keep up with rapidly evolving technologies, you need a digital solution that seamlessly meets all your 
industry’s needs!  
With our 30 years of experience, we observe the business processes of companies and provide solutions 
that plan for the future in all of our innovative products. Companies in the automotive industry can manage 
their B2B and B2C processes without the need for a third-party application thanks to the holistic solutions 
provided by canias4.0, the fully integrated modules of caniasERP, and their webclient and portal structure!  
We also provide practical solutions to our users in the areas of traceability and capacity management, which 
are critical in the automotive industry, and we develop rational solutions for your industry’s special require-
ments.  Meet your requirements with a corporate solution special to your industry.

While guiding its customers’ digital transformation 
journeys for the past 30 years, canias4.0 learned 
from their needs. Due to our many years of experi-
ence, we are well-versed in the automotive industry 
and can provide precise solutions tailored to their 
specific requirements. CaniasERP, the enterprise 
resource planning software offered with canias4.0, 
was meticulously designed to meet all industry-in-
dependent needs by carefully examining the basic 
needs of companies.  With its fully integrated struc-
ture, the basic modules in the software’s standard 
allow companies to successfully manage all their 
processes from order requests to delivery.  The au-
tomotive industry and all companies carrying out 
business in this sector can use caniasERP to man-
age all business processes and move their compa-
ny forward by increasing efficiency. Companies in 
the automotive industry can manage their B2B and 
B2C processes without the need for a third-party 
application thanks to the holistic solutions provided 
by canias4.0, the fully integrated modules of cania-
sERP, and their webclient and portal structure. Ca-
niasERP also offers significant benefits to users in 
terms of traceability and capacity management, two 
of the industry’s most pressing needs.  The man-
agement of demand forecasting and rough capacity 
planning, which is especially essential for compa-
nies producing parts for the automotive industry, is 
a simple task that caniasERP can easily solve. The 
operations offered by canias4.0 such as EDI mes-
sages, pricing policies, return invoices, barcode and 

handheld terminal applications, automation solu-
tions, kiosk production panel control, by-product 
concept in production, MRP, and supplier deadline 
agreements, and production intelligence/reporting 
screens was created by experienced professionals 
to provide the most effective solutions to the needs 
of the automotive industry.

In the smart factory process, comprehensive IoT 
tools and big data are your most powerful allies.  

Analysis and reporting in real time to check and 
identify potential.   

Comprehensive quality control processes, includ-
ing analysis reports, are implemented throughout 
the value chain.   

Processes special to the industry to improve effi-
ciency and machine utilization. 

Ensuring traceability by producing in batches with 
raw materials.   

In all projects, canias4.0 provides maximum flexi-
bility and adaptability.

WE UNDERSTAND YOUR NEEDS 

WE DEVELOP FOR YOU   

We provide industry-specific solutions

/// Industry 4.0 

 /// Full transparency   

/// Quality control 

/// Process orientation   

/// Traceability  

/// Flexibility 
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Specific and targeted 

canias4.0 includes a standard ERP solution that has 
been specifically designed to meet the needs of the 
industry: caniasERP. It offers all the modules and 
features required to properly map and support pro-
cesses and projects ranging from manufacturing to 
materials management, procurement, and financial 
accounting.  And they’re all made with cutting-edge 
technology. At the same time, canias4.0 provides a 
versatile solution that can be tailored to your spe-
cific requirements at any time. This is the distinct 
advantage of canias4.0. 

We also provide you with complete mobility, indi-
viduality, and security: we offer you a private cloud 
solution with canias4.0. This means you can ben-
efit from the providers’ high availability, flexibil-
ity, speed, and expertise without having to make 
large hardware investments.  If the requirements 
change, the infrastructure can be easily scaled. 

IAS employs the most appropriate project man-
agement approach or hybrid approaches, particu-
larly Agile, in canias4.0 projects. canias4.0 manag-
es its projects using the Project Management (PRJ) 
module included in its standard software, elimi-
nating the need for external project management 
tools. Customers using the caniasERP PRJ module 
can easily manage all their project-based work, in-
cluding ERP, under the titles of Schedule Manage-
ment, Resource Management, Time Management, 
and Cost Management.  Furthermore, canias4.0 
projects are carried out by PMP-certified project 
teams that have been certified by the Project Man-
agement Institute (PMI), one of the world’s leading 
authorities in project management approaches.

Our solution has a modular structure.  Because 
of its open-source code structure, you can build 
the functionality you need to meet your needs in 
a flexible manner. Our Industry 4.0 technology is 
integrated into the comprehensive ERP system.  
Our technology includes IoT tools, devices, and our 
powerful database management system iasDB, 
which allows you to collect, store, manage, and 
analyze all relevant data in order to control and 
optimize your smart factory perfectly. 

Enterprise Resource Planning Cloud

Industry 4.0 

Our Methodology for Project Management 

Our customized 
solution for you - The 
automotive sector 



Experience and Knowledge  

Orders generated on a daily or hourly basis by fi-
nalizing the customer’s demand forecasts are au-
tomatically transferred to the canias4.0 system via 
the EDI module.  Incoming instantaneous data is 
sent to planning. The EDI module also makes it sim-
ple to send the shipping information that the ma-
jor automotive manufacturers expect from OEM 
manufacturers.  In bilateral integrations, globally 
accepted protocols such as EDIFACT, ODETTA, and 
VDA are offered as a standard.

caniasERP offers four different types of definitive 
pricing policies: Product and customer, product, 
and price list (customer group), product price 
group (product group), and customer, product (dy-
namic and customer). Furthermore, the software 
includes the option of pricing based on the cus-
tomer delivery location or delivery address.  

Full integration with EDI for customers 
and dealers

Effective price policy management 

These features were 
created specifically 
for you.
The enterprise resource planning software, caniasERP, offered with canias4.0, was created to meet the needs 
of all businesses, regardless of industry.  Furthermore, as a result of many years of experience and successful 
projects, specific needs for each sector have been identified, and sector-specific solutions have been added 
to the standard software.  Companies in the automotive industry can manage their business processes more 
efficiently with these applications, which we provide as part of the caniasERP standard.  Let’s take a look at 
a few of our solutions that are specified to the needs of your industry!



Return invoices can also be easily tracked with 
caniasERP.  Transactions such as calculating the 
sales prices determined by the main producers in 
the coming months over previous invoices, differ-
ence invoices calculated by the customer, and dif-
ference invoices calculated by the suppliers can be 
easily performed. 

The ‘by-product concept in production’ provided 
by caniasERP is used to support the right-handed 
part concept formed during injection, to return the 
parts to be recycled in scrapping to the warehouse, 
and to store the parts that come out during pro-
duction and include them in the following produc-
tion processes. 

Purchase requests generated by MRP can be con-
verted directly into orders and sent to approved 
and contracted suppliers via EDI.  You can use the 
supplier portal to track your suppliers’ open or-
ders, print your company’s label before shipment, 
upload shipment information, and improve the ef-
ficiency of your goods acceptance processes.  

Many reporting operations such as production 
cockpit, OEE, downtime report, fire report, rework 
report, operation metrics, by-product usage, and 
shift/personnel reports are possible with the can-
iasERP Production Intelligence (PRI) module.

Materials can be easily tracked using barcode and 
handset applications.  Many barcode formats are 
available as standard, including kod39, kod128, 
ean128, square barcode, and QR barcode. Loca-
tion, material (raw material, semi-finished product, 
product), the order to pick and place, and waybill 
can all be used to generate barcodes.  Further-
more, thanks to mobile management applications 
for production and warehouses, information can 
be quickly collected from the field by reading bar-
codes from handsets. Traceability, which is a criti-
cal point in the automotive industry, is efficiently 
managed with barcode and lot tracking. You can 
carry out error-free shipments with barcode man-
agement for your customers who are awaiting JIT 
compliance and avoid the cost of poor quality.

With canias4.0, we provide comprehensive solu-
tions to your technology needs. Kiosk production 
panels can be directly communicated using our 
automation product, which is fully integrated with 
caniasERP. 

Management of return and difference 
invoices 

Detailed cost management of by products  

Management of Supplier Relationships  

Management of production intelligence  

Warehouse management using a barcode 
and a handset 

IoT Solutions

Objects send production and malfunction noti-
fications to canias4.0 IoT. This data is also used 
in predictive maintenance and total productive 
maintenance processes, which helps to reduce un-
planned stances. Just in case I forget! Even if you 
do not use the canias4.0 IoT structure, you can use 
kiosk panels to provide data from operators in the 
field with the least amount of movement.  



SPECIAL SOLUTIONS FOR YOU 

/// Raw material supply and follow-up, in-
cluding outsourced processes 

/// You can accurately analyze prices at au-
tomotive subsidiaries and monitor major 
automotive companies’ price variables.

/// Price differences emerge as a result of 
price changes implemented by major au-
tomobile manufacturers. These are config-
ured within the canias4.0 system and allow 
you to quickly generate return-of-value in-
voices.   

/// You can track your orders using the EDI 
protocol, which allows for effective raw ma-
terial supply and inventory management.  

/// It is compatible with the Statistical Pro-
cess Control Methodology.   

/// Completely compatible with the JIT ap-
proach. You have ready access to the mate-
rials you require when and where you need 
them! 

/// Kanban methods in production allow 
for more efficient use of space in the field 
while also lowering stock costs by main-
taining an optimal stock level.  

/// Through barcode applications, you can 
monitor all your materials in your process-
es using advanced tracing. 

/// It provides adaptable, customizable re-
porting tools to help you make better, fast-
er, and more accurate decisions.  

/// You can have your sales orders deliv-
ered to you automatically.



www.canias40.com

https://www.canias40.com/tr

